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Historically High Chicken Wing Prices
Many of us remember wing night at our local bar where you could get your favorite chicken wings for as 
low as $.25 a wing but those days are long gone.  In recent years, demand for bone-in chicken has steadily 
risen and with that more and more restaurants have offered this ultimate game day meal.  Typically, the 
cost of chicken wings fluctuates throughout the year as demand increases during certain times like the  
beginning of football season and for the Super Bowl.  Restaurants understand this and can plan around 
price increases during these times of the year.  This year has been different!  As with many aspects of the 
food industry, supply chain disruptions and issues with chicken wings have been magnified due to the 
pandemic.  The culmination of this with the increased demand for wings has created a perfect storm this 
spring.  Wing prices never decreased after the Super Bowl this year like they normally do, and in fact have 
continued to increase dramatically.  In many regions of the US, the cost of wings hit an all-time high in 
February and have continued to soar to upwards.   
 
Labor issues, product shortages, increased fuel prices, and re-opening of restaurants have all contributed 
to supply not meeting the demand.  This has forced restaurants and retail sellers of chicken wings to start 
to adapt.  Reducing the number of wings in a menu item, offering boneless chicken wings, and increasing 
prices are options that restaurants need to consider.  It’s tough to imagine that 20 bone-in chicken wings 
would cost more than a NY Strip entree, but that’s the reality we are currently dealing with.   
Unfortunately, experts don’t see light at the end of the tunnel any time soon heading into the summer.   
Increased production, the market righting itself, and consumer behavior will be the deciding factors of 
what happens going forward.  All of this combined has created a very volatile time for chicken wings. 
Source: Korfhage, M. (2021, April 27). Chicken wing shortage forces restaurants to adapt. https://www.perishablenews.
com/meatpoultry/chicken-wing-shortage-forces-restaurants-to-adapt/
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HIGHLIGHTS
BEEF: 
Cattle producers and feeders are in a tough spot right now. 
The live market is soft on abundant market-ready cattle. This 
is enabling packers to make over $500 per head because of 
outstanding retail and food service demand. Cattle futures 
have sold off and feed grains are skyrocketing, surpassing 
multi-year highs. Packers have an incentive to harvest more 
cattle, but they are bumping up against labor shortages and 
plant infrastructure issues. The bottom line is that expensive 
beef and availability issues are not going away anytime soon.  
 
Currently, in the boxed beef market, middle meats,  
especially ribs and tenders are still being chased by buyers. 
Grinds are a value right now and will appreciate. Outside cuts 
and briskets are also heading higher.

PORK: 
The pork complex has been on a tear lately. Hog prices and 
pork pricing have continued to astound market participants. 
Hogs are more expensive than previously forecast for two 
main reasons. The first being there are fewer hogs than 
thought due to COVID producer decisions made last summer, 
and secondly feed ingredients have skyrocketed. 

Export demand has been very strong, and analysts expect 
this offshore interest to continue. Labor issues at the plant 
level continue to be a headwind that is not expected to lessen 
anytime soon. As for primal direction in the near term, ribs 
remain well short of meeting demand, butts will head higher, 
loins are steady, and bellies have plateaued in price.

CHICKEN:
The same story continues in the chicken market, as feed 
costs and labor shortages continue to extend into the poultry 
market. Wings continue to be in high demand with little to no 
frozen inventory being available.  
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